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In Brookside Park, this is the ADA compliant trail that starts at the parking lot
and continues to the Sun Rocks.
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Selectmen Sheridan Brown and Warren Kimball thanked the Conservation members
for their tremendous work to improve access to Brookside Park.
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A look inside Brookside Park…..

Above “the whale”, below left “cascade brook” and below right, “table rock”.

Publication Notes:
Cover photo courtesy of Selectman Sheridan
Brown. Other photos courtesy of Renee Gustafson,
Jeff Hastings, Melissa White, Dawn Huston, and
others
Printing by: R.C. Brayshaw, West Lebanon, NH
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Developed by resident Craig McArt, the map above shows the trail and other key features of the
newly expanded Brookside Park.
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Town Departments and Contact Information
SELECTMEN’S OFFICE; 300 Route 10 S; 603-863-6021; fax 603-863-4499
Hours:
Monday.............................
8am – 5pm
Tuesday.............................
8am – 5pm
Wednesday........................
8am – 5pm
Thursday...........................
8am – 5pm
Friday................................
8am – 4pm
TOWN CLERK/TAX COLLECTOR; PO Box 135; 300 Route 10 S; 603-863-5608; fax 603-863-4499
Hours:
Monday.............................
8am – 5pm
Tuesday.............................
8am – 7pm
Wednesday........................
8am – 7pm
Thursday...........................
8am – 5pm; Closed for lunch from 12pm – 1pm
Friday................................
8am – 4pm; Closed for lunch from 12pm – 1pm
DUNBAR FREE LIBRARY; PO Box 1580; 401 Route 10 S; 603-863-2172
Hours:
Monday.............................
9am – 7:30pm
Tuesday.............................
Closed
Wednesday........................
9am – 7:30pm
Thursday...........................
9am – 5pm
Friday................................
9am – 12pm
Saturday............................
9am – 2pm
FIRE DEPARTMENT; PO Box 80; 251 Route 10 S; 603-863-5710
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT; 36 Dunbar Hill Road; 603-863-9156; fax 603-863-4499
POLICE DEPARTMENT; PO Box 704; 300 Route 10 S; 603-863-6844; fax 603-863-8152
Non-Emergency 24-Hour Dispatch 603-863-3232; EMERGENCY 911
TRANSFER STATION; 1150 Route 114; 603-863-9713; fax 603-863-4499
Hours:
Sunday..............................
9am – 4pm
Monday.............................
8am – 12pm
Tuesday.............................
Closed
Wednesday........................
Closed
Thursday...........................
8am – 4pm
Friday................................
10am – 4pm
Saturday............................
8am – 4pm
MONTHLY MEETING SCHEDULE
Board of Selectmen: 2nd & 4th Wednesday; 5pm
Conservation Commission: 3rd Monday; 7pm
Energy Committee: 1st Monday; 5pm
Library Trustees: 3rd Monday; 5:30pm
Planning Board: 1st Thursday; 7pm
Trustees of the Trust Funds: 2nd Tuesday; 1pm
Zoning Board of Adjustment: 4th Thursday; 7pm
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Elected Officials and Staff of Grantham
BOARD OF SELECTMEN
G. Warren Kimball, Chair
Sheridan T. Brown
Constance A. Jones
MODERATOR
Susanna Schweizer
Lorie McClory—Assistant Moderator

TERM EXPIRES
2017
2018
2019

2018

TOWN ADMINISTRATOR – Melissa White
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT – Ann Jasper
OFFICE ASSISTANT – Martha Norris
TOWN CLERK/TAX COLLECTOR
Kenneth Story
Penny Palmer, Deputy

2019

TOWN TREASURER
Anne Neu
Deputies: Stephen Adamic, Christine Engert

2017

CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN COMMITTEE (Appointed)
Peter Guillette, Chair
Bob Katz
Ralph Beasley
CEMETERY TRUSTEES
G. Warren Kimball
Christopher Paquette
Russell (Pete) Bailey

2017
2019
2018

CEMETERY SEXTON – Warren Legacy
CONSERVATION COMMISSION (Appointed)
David Wood, Chair
Richard Hocker
Laura Nagy
Susan Buchanan
Richard Kaszeta
Alternates: Dennis Ryan, John Larabee
Selectmen’s Rep: Sheridan T. Brown
Clerk: Nikki Arsenault
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Elected Officials and Staff of Grantham
Term Expires
DUNBAR FREE LIBRARY TRUSTEES
Sara Lang, Chair
Ed Jenik, Treasurer
Robert McCarthy
Beverly Marshall
Karen Walsh

2019
2018
2018
2019
2017

LIBRARIAN – Dawn E.S. Huston; B. Joey Holmes, Assistant
ENERGY COMMITTEE—Paula Bresnick, Kristina Burgard, Jeannine Chenevert, Donald Fitzpatrick
Andy Gelston, Peggy Martineau, Michael Salo
OPEN SPACE COMMITTEE (Appointed)
Thain Allan, Chair
Craig McArt, Secretary
Allen Wilson, Vice Chair
Susan Buchanan, Conservation Commission Rep
Charlie McCarthy, Planning Board Rep
Conrad Frey, Zoning Board Rep
PLANNING BOARD
Carl Hanson, Chair
Peter Guillette, Vice Chair
Mary Hutchins
Thain Allan
Alternates:
Selectmen’s Rep & Voting member: G. Warren Kimball
Clerk: Nikki Arsenault
SUPERVISORS OF THE CHECKLIST
Donna Stamper
Sandra Noordsy
Suzanne Goldman

2018
2018
2019
2017

2020
2022
2021

RECREATION PARK COMMITTEE (Appointed)
Marsha Googins
Jennifer Beaulieu
Julia Hautaniemi
Nicole Mason
Selectmen’s Rep: G. Warren Kimball
TRUSTEES OF THE TRUST FUNDS
Robert Fogg
James Coakley
Robert Lewis
ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT (Appointed)
Conrad Frey, Chair
Richard Mansfield
Myron Cummings
Margery Bostrom
Tanya McIntire
Alternates: Mary Hutchins & Peter Gardiner
Selectmen’s Rep: Constance A. Jones
Clerk: Martha Norris
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Elected Officials and Staff of Grantham
BUILDING CUSTODIAN—Greg Stender
BUILDING INSPECTOR – Roger Woodworth
EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT DIRECTOR – David Beckley
F.A.S.T. SQUAD
Stuart Gillespie, EMT-Intermediate, Coordinator; Jane Chipman, EMT-Intermediate & Treasurer; Jill Davis, EMTParamedic; Bruce Chipman, Advance EMT & Asst. Coordinator; Lori Avery, EMT & Secretary; Jeremy LaBombard, Advanced EMT; Gergana Alteva, EMT; Cory Howarth—in training for EMT

FIRE DEPARTMENT
Jeremiah Fountain, Chief ; David Beckley, Deputy Chief; Lieutentants: Justin Hastings, Jason McMahon; Firefighters Ryan Avery; Rosie Bard; Robert Coburn; Hunter Coronis; Matthew Guerra; Cory Howarth; Jeremy Labombard; Nathaniel
Lang; Christopher Lopez; Rodwell Mabaera; Brandon Mason; Lewis Meier; Joshua Merriam; Harrison O’Connell; Stephen
Ripley, Jr.; Jack Tibbits; Pavel Zagadailov
FIRE WARDEN – Jeremiah Fountain
Deputies: David Beckley; Justin Hastings; Jason McMahon, Brandon Mason, Cory Howarth

GROUNDSKEEPER – Glenn Carey

HEALTH OFFICER – Susan Figley; Dr. Richard Sachs, Deputy

HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
Jeffrey Hastings, Road Agent
Brian Hastings, Assistant Road Agent (effective 12/2016)
Thomas Bircher, Truck Driver/Equipment Operator (summer)
Donald Cote, Summer Laborer

POLICE DEPARTMENT
Walter Madore, Sr., Chief; John Parsons, Sergeant & Prosecutor; Ryan Gamble, Officer; Ryan Cameron, Officer;
Judy DiPadova, Secretary
Specials: Tim Julian, Vince Cunningham, Robert Schwartz, Massad Ayoob
RECREATION DEPARTMENT— Activities Director, Jamielynn Garland; Athletics Director, Marsha Googins
TOWN ARCHIVIST—Rae Tober

TRANSFER STATION—Chris Scott, Supervisor; Buddy Sweeney, FT Attendant;
Chris Martin & Hubert Reynolds, PT Attendants
WELFARE OFFICIAL – Board of Selectmen, Town Administrator
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Board of Selectmen Report & Dedication
2016 was a very busy and productive year for the Selectmen’s office. Our most visible accomplishments were the completion and close out of the Olde Farms Bridge, the rehabilitation of the Miller Pond Road Bridge and finally getting our cable
access TV online.
In order to keep abreast of the ever-changing rules and regulations governing the Board of Selectmen, it was strongly suggested that we adopt rules of procedure for conducting all our Board meetings. A big “thank you” to Selectmen Brown who
spent countless hours developing and customizing them for us.
As we look to the future it is clear that the expectation for services by our citizens will continue to grow along with increasing demands regulating what we must comply with from the State and other agencies. These demands also affect the job
descriptions of our relatively small workforce which are in a constant state of flux.
Our facilities are seeing more use which is good. However, along with this the need for custodial and maintenance services
also increases. This not only involves daily cleaning but arranging for all equipment to be serviced on a regular basis, ordering supplies and making sure all facilities that are used by the public are kept in good order. This is not something that our
office personnel can or should take care of.
It has become increasingly difficult to find volunteers for the many positions and projects that become available due to people retiring, moving away or just plain losing interest. This does seem to be a cyclical phenomenon and at the moment we
are going through a bit of a “dry spell”. Also, it is understood that life today is much more hectic and demanding and time
becomes very precious. We certainly applaud and appreciate all those who have stepped up and given so graciously of their
time and energy to making Grantham the special place it is for all of us!
2017 is a banner year for Grantham! We are celebrating our Sestercentennial and dedicating this Town Report to the wonderful place we call home. We encourage you to take part in the various activities that will be taking place in honor of the
250th.
In going through old town reports I came upon the following song read by Dennis Howard and written by C. Tobine, and
taken from the minutes of the 1997 Town Meeting. I feel it is very appropriate for this special year.

The Song of the Friendly Town
To the east of Croydon Mountain

So may our Friendly little town

There lies a little town;

Stretch out its welcoming hands

In scenery abounding

To the weary stranger, homeward bound

For many miles around.

From far and distant lands.

But scenery is a trivial thing,

Let Newport sing her Sunshine lay!

As far as such things go;

May she gain great renown!

“Hospitality” is the song we sing,

But Grantham sings throughout the day

And “Friendliness” our motto.

The song of the “Friendly Town.”

Sincerely,
Connie, Warren & Sheridan
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HALLOWEEN FUN AT TOWN HALL….
WHO ARE THESE CRAZY CHARACTERS???
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TOWN ADMINISTRATOR REPORT
It always amazes me how fast a year goes by; here are a few highlights from 2016:
In January we awarded the Miller Pond Road Bridge Rehabilitation project to Daniels Construction in Ascutney, VT.
The contract was executed in February with construction starting at the end of June. The total cost of the project was
$288,150; it was completed on time and on budget.
In February we wished Rita Friedman a happy and healthy retirement. Rita served as our Town Clerk/Tax Collector for
17 years. We are thankful that Ken Story was elected in March to fill Rita’s vacancy which made for a smooth transition
in this department. As required by statute, the tax records were audited upon Rita’s retirement.
In April, Penny Palmer joined us as our Deputy Town Clerk/Tax Collector, and as usually happens with new employees,
Penny “hit the ground running”! Welcome Penny!
In June, our contract assessor Mike Ryan retired and in July we hired KRT Appraisal, LLC. We wish Mike well in his
retirement and welcome the employees of KRT to Grantham to provide us our assessing services.
In July we had a new server installed which serves both the Selectmen & Town Clerk’s offices. Thankfully the installation and transition from the old server to the new one went smoothly. This was a planned replacement; it’s never fun
dealing with a server that has crashed!
August was a busy month! Our long-time treasurer Chris Morris, resigned. Chris served as our treasurer for 14 years
and we wish him well! We were extremely thankful that Deputy Treasurer, Anne Neu volunteered to take on those
duties and the Selectmen appointed her to the position on September 14, 2016. Thank you Anne for all your efforts in
making this transition go so smoothly.
Also in August, Plodzik & Sanderson conducted our annual audit which went smoothly. Our bi-annual Household
Hazardous Waste Collection Day was held on August 20th; we had 160 cars come through that morning. I took the
opportunity to meet and visit with residents and find out how they stayed informed about our events. In doing this I
learned that our email list and the flyers handed out at the Transfer Station were the most popular methods. Do you receive our email updates? If not, go to www.granthamnh.net and click on the “email updates” link on the left-hand side
of our homepage. We send out weekly updates of town events and other information relating to town government matters.
I attended the Brookside Park ribbon cutting ceremony on August 27th. It was great to see so many in attendance to
celebrate the great work of our Conservation Commission and other volunteers that helped make this project so successful!
The lighting project for Town Hall, the Fire Station and the Transfer Station was completed in September. We anticipate the street lighting project to be completed in the early spring of 2017.
In December we secured an additional $23,453 in grant monies for the cost overruns associated with the Olde Farms
Road Bridge project. This was made possible with the help of Selectman Brown, Councilor Joe Kenney, Governor
Maggie Hassan and Homeland Security & Emergency Management Director Perry Plummer. With all of the reporting
to FEMA and Homeland Security completed, and we were able to close this project out.
In closing, I would like to thank our Board of Selectmen for all of their support throughout the year. I would also like to
thank all of our dedicated employees and volunteers for all that you do to make Grantham the special community it is.
Respectfully submitted,

Melissa M. White
Town Administrator
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Rehabilitation of the Miller Road Bridge
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Town Clerk/Tax Collector’s Report
Since the retirement of long-time Town Clerk/Tax Collector Rita Friedman in February of last year, it has
been an eventful year in the Town Clerk/Tax Collector’s office. I was elected to replace Rita at town meeting, though ‘replace’ is hardly an accurate word. Rita’s considerable experience and organizational skills,
gained over almost seventeen years here, have been difficult to replicate within that time frame. The temporary assistance of long-time deputy Cindy Towle in the spring, followed by the hire of new deputy Penny
Palmer, greatly helped with moderating the learning curve, but there remained many aspects of the position
to master. We continue to work hard to improve and appreciate everyone’s patience with us as we do so.
In addition to motor vehicle and boat registrations, we continue to license dogs and issue hunting and fishing licenses, as well as registrations for off-road (OHRV) vehicles, which include ATVs and snowmobiles.
Property tax bills are issued from this office and payments are processed here. Bills are sent out twice a year
and due in early July and early December (the property tax year runs from April 1 to March 31 of the following year). Any questions regarding property tax billing, payments and tax liens should be directed to our
office.
Residents and property owners should feel free to consult the town website, www.granthamnh.net, for a variety of useful information regarding the town in general, and our office in particular. To navigate to our office’s webpage, click on Departments and select Town Clerk/Tax Collector from the drop-down menu. Tax
payments and/or tax bill copies, motor vehicle registration renewals, dog licenses and certified copies of Vital Records can be researched and paid online using the town website. Mailing addresses can also be updated electronically there.
The office is open for your convenience 5 days a week, including Tuesday and Wednesday evenings until
7:00pm. Please note that we close from noon until 1:00pm on Thursdays and Fridays.
Respectfully submitted,
Kenneth Story, Town Clerk/Tax Collector
Penny Palmer, Deputy
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Revenues Collected from July 1, 2015—June 30, 2016
MOTOR VEHICLE PERMIT FEES (3,941 reg.)

$705,761.67

MUNCIPAL AGENT FEE

$14,001.00

BOAT REGISTRATION & CLERK FEE (89 reg.)

$495.00

RECLAMATION TRUST FUND

$7,912.50

RECLAMATION ADMINISTRATION FEES

$1,857.50

DOG LICENSES & FINES (713 licenses)

$3,615.00

MARRIAGE LICENSES

$440.00

VITAL STATISTICS CERTIFIED COPIES

$1,105.00

UCC FILINGS

$240.00

OTHER REVENUES

$263.00

HUNTING, FISHING & OHRV AGENT FEES (117)

$253.00

TOTAL

$735,943.67
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Supervisor’s of the Checklist Report
We thank all the people who worked at the General Elec on in November for their help in making the elecon run smoothly. We had a large turnout and thank the voters for their pa ence. We were able to get
voters through quickly and with accuracy. Since 79 voters registered between the State Primary and the
General Elec on, it helped make the lines less crowded for the 139 who registered the day of the elec on.
So a big thank you to those 79 voters. The number of voters in Grantham is now over 2800. We are always looking for people interested in serving as ballot clerks or other jobs associated with an elec on. If
you are interested in learning more about this, please let one of us know.

We are con nuing to update our checklist of eligible voters. We have sent out le ers to the ﬁrst half of the
alphabet and are working on the second half of the alphabet of those voters registering before 2006, reques ng that they come in to the Town Oﬃce to update their registra on. Before 2006 a drivers license
was not needed nor a middle name or ini al. In addi on one did not even have to prove ci zenship with a
birth cer ﬁcate or a passport. All of this informa on is now necessary in order for anyone to register to
vote. Having this informa on helps us keep our records up to date and in line with the guidelines set by the
State. In an eﬀort to reduce the cost of mailings that urge voters to update their registra ons, we will provide the Tax Collectors oﬃce with a list of names of those voters needing to update. When you come into
the oﬃce to do business, they will ask you to take the me to update your registra on. Thank you for your
coopera on.

Donna Stamper
Sandy Noordsy
Suzanne Goldman
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Energy Committee Report
The Grantham Energy Committee (“GEC”) acts in an advisory capacity to the Board of Selectmen and other Town boards, committees, and commissions on matters such as energy conservation, energy efficiency, ways to decrease municipal energy costs, and reduction of Grantham’s greenhouse gas emissions. In addition, GEC is a resource for Grantham residents, businesses, and other organizations on energy consumption habits and demands, energy efficiency, and renewable energy. Unless otherwise posted, GEC’s
regular meetings are the first Monday of each month, starting at 5:00pm in the Jerry Whitney Memorial Conference Room, Town
Hall, 300 Route 10 South.
This year marked GEC’s second year as a Town Committee, and it was a very busy and productive year! GEC members attended
numerous energy-related conferences and classes, and worked with Town boards, committees, employees, and volunteers, as well as
various local and state organizations, such as Vital Communities, NH Local Energy Solutions, NHSaves, NH Sustainable Energy
Association, Eversource, and other energy committees in the area.
At the 2016 Town Meeting, two GEC-recommended warrant articles relating to renewable energy systems were passed. The warrant
articles allow property owners that install photovoltaic (solar) or wind energy systems to apply for a property tax exemption for one
hundred percent of the assessed value of the photovoltaic or wind energy system equipment. As a result, Grantham now has a tax
neutral policy for these renewable energy systems that, if utilized by a property owner, neither increases the property owner’s taxes
for installing photovoltaic or wind renewable energy systems, nor decreases the Town’s municipal tax revenues. In order to receive
the exemption, property owners with qualifying systems must submit to the Town a completed NH Form PA-29 “Permanent Application for Property Tax Credit/Exemptions” by the April 15th preceding the setting of the tax rate.
In addition, in a big step toward achieving energy consumption reduction by the Town, for this fiscal year the Board of Selectmen
decided to proceed with a GEC recommendation to switch Town buildings and street lights to LED lighting. The lighting switch was
completed in various Town buildings in September, and the street lighting switch is currently projected to occur in the first half of
2017.
In May, the GEC together with the Eastman Energy Committee, held a residential solar energy, or “solarize”, information session,
which was very well-attended by the community. The information session included an overview of solar energy systems and federal
and state tax incentives and rebates. There was also a panel discussion and Q&A session with local solar energy installers Energy
Emporium, Norwich Technologies, Prudent Living, and Solaflect. Each installer had information tables and attendees were able to
setup no-cost, no-obligation solar evaluations of their property. In the months following the solarize event, five new building permits
for solar (aka, photovoltaic) systems were issued.
In addition to the information session for residents, GEC worked with several solar energy installers during the year to have no-cost,
no-obligation solar assessments performed on various Town buildings and properties, as well as the Grantham Village School. GEC
continues to evaluate potential solar opportunities for Town buildings and properties, and provide information regarding the same to
the Board of Selectmen.
In July, GEC participated in the Old Home Day parade on a float featuring a Solaflect Tracker photovoltaic system and GEC member
Andy Gelston gleefully throwing sun-themed candy to parade goers. GEC also had an information booth at the Old Home Day celebration in the Recreation Park.
In late September, GEC held a free Home Energy “Button Up” Workshop, which was part of a free NH program supported by funding provided by Eversource, NH Electric Coop, Liberty Utilities, and Unitil. The workshop’s featured speaker was Bob Eldredge of
ABC Energy Savings, LLC, a certified building analyst, and it was attended by more than 35 people. Attendees learned ways to save
energy in their homes, tips for DIY energy-saving projects, and details of ENERGY STAR programs including savings on home energy audits, rebates and other forms of energy-related financial assistance, and more.
In mid-October, GEC members had an information table at the Grantham Fire Department’s Open House and Health & Safety Fair.
Information available included renewable energy systems, portable solar devices, NHSaves products and programs, handouts on
ways to make your home more energy efficient, and pictures of solar installations in Grantham. GEC also gave away a donated BirkSun solar, waterproof backpack to one lucky attendee.
More information about GEC, energy-related events, and information resources can be found on our page of the Town’s website, at
http://www.granthamnh.net/energy.

Members: Paula Bresnick (co-chair); Jeannine Chenevert (co-chair); Kristina Burgard; Donald Fitzpatrick; Andy Gelston; Peggy
Martineau; Michael Salo.
Town of Grantham—2016 Annual Report
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Planning Board
Site Plan Review
Paul Holzer/Proposed Café – Tax Map 226 Lot 020; 151 Route 10 North
Northwind Security Products, LLC/Landscaping Equipment Storage - Tax Map 226 Lot 020; 151 Route 10 North
Drew Edmonds, Jessica Davis, Kate Viles/Pawsitive Kinection Training Center - Tax Map 233 Lot 026; 120 Route 10 S
Adnan Khan/New England Medicine & Counseling Associates – Tax Map 233 Lot 026; 120 Route 10 North
Grantham Village School/Outdoor Classroom Structure – Tax Map 233 Lot 075.2; 75 Learning Drive
Saralyn Hastings/Outside Seating Rum Brook Place – Tax Map 226 Lot 021; 249 Route 10 North
Bridget Crowley-Brown/Massage Therapy – Tax Map 233 Lot 026; 120 Route 10 South
Merger / Annexation
Joshua & Keri L. Height; Tax Map 213 Lots 081 and 083; Eastman/West Shore Section 2
Brian & Kristen Peck; Tax Map 212 Lots 052 and 053; Eastman/West Cove Section 3
Samuel Cassella & Danielle Basta; Tax Map 225 Lots 279 and 280; Eastman/55 Fairway Drive
Sign Permit Application
Paul Holzer/Grace’s Grantham Café – Tax Map 226 Lot 020; 151 Route 10 North
Northwind Security Products, LLC/Grantham Greenway Signage – Tax Map 226 Lot 020; 151 Route 10 North
Northwind Security Products, LLC/Sawyer Brook Plaza Signage – Tax Map 233 Lot 026; 120 Route 10 South
New England Medicine & Counseling Associates/Sawyer Brook Plaza - Tax Map 233 Lot 026; 120 Route 10 South
Bridget Crowley-Brown/Massage Therapy – Tax Map 233 Lot 026; 120 Route 10 South
Milosz Mitura/Business Signage for AXARD – Tax Map 236 Lot 011; 742 Route 114
Grantham Village School/New Outdoor Classroom Signage – Tax Map 233 Lot 075.2; 75 Learning Drive
Boundary Line Adjustment
Robert MacNeil, Trustee/Yankee Barn Road Realty – Tax Map 226 Lot 018; 163 Yankee Barn Road

Members: Chair—Carl Hanson, Vice Chair—Peter Guillette, Mary Hutchins, Thain Allan
Selectmen’s Representative & Voting member: G. Warren Kimball
Clerk: Nikki Arnsenault
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Master Plan Committee

The Master Plan Committee was established by the Selectboard in 2015 to update Grantham’s Master Plan in
accordance with RSA 674.2 which was last written in 2005. To help with this important work, Grantham
contracted with the Upper Valley Regional Planning Commission for help in coordinating and writing the
final updated plan.
As part of the planning process, the committee developed a survey asking residents to share their views on
Grantham and its future. Approximately 2900 surveys were mailed with over 25% of them returned providing valuable input for plan development. In addition, the committee ran an information booth at the town’s
4th of July festivities where many folks shared their thoughts and opinions of how Grantham might be over
the next ten years. Consistent responses by residents continue to support Grantham as a rural residential
community with convenient access to the Upper Valley and points south.
Based on this feedback, the Committee is in the process of finalizing the Master Plan to deliver to the Planning Board and community. The key elements of the plan are that it envisions the continuation of Grantham’s current attractiveness as a residential community, linked mainly to the commercial and employment
centers of the Upper Valley and communities to the south. It is not anticipated that Grantham will develop
an extensive employment, commercial, or industrial base to compete with those areas. Any commercial and
industrial development that occurs in the appropriate zones should be done in harmony with the rural character to maintain the village aesthetic and overall quality of life in Grantham. Grantham should strive to guide
the inevitable pressures of development to retain the largely rural residential character it has now.
Respectively Submitted,
Master Plan Committee
Thain Allan
Mary Hutchins
Bob MacNeil
Gene Martin
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Zoning Board of Adjustment

Seven ZBA meetings were held during 2016. Two variances were granted for relief from the required frontal
setback distance at two different lots in Eastman (Rural Residential District One): one for location of a garage
and the other for placement of a septic system.
Two variances were given to two new businesses (one in Sawyer Brook Plaza the other in the Greenway) that
were not in the list of Permitted Uses for a Business District. The Site Plan Reviews for these businesses were
also approved by the Planning Board.
There was one conceptual request for a home business. It was decided that the proposed business did not require appearing before the ZBA for a Special Exception.
There were three amendments to the Ordinance approved in 2016 which subsequently received recommendation of the Planning Board. One appeared as a Warrant Article at the March 2016 to correct an omission of a
conserved area in the Conservation District.
Two will appear as Warrant Articles at the March 2017 Town Meeting. These include a minor change to remove an incorrectly listed permitted use in Rural Residential District II. The second is an Amendment to the
Ordinance for a proposed new Article allowing Accessory Dwelling Units as mandated by the New Hampshire
Legislature. These small living areas will be permitted by Special Exception as attachments to single family
dwellings only and must meet a number of specific parameters in order to receive approval.
The ZBA presently has five regular members and three alternates.
Respectfully submitted,
Conrad F. Frey, Chair
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Building Inspector’s Report
86 building permits were issued for the calendar year 2016 as follows:
New homes—5
Replaced home—2
Remodels—32
Garage—6
Shed—7
Accessory Structure—2
Deck/Porch—11
Addition—3
Commercial—2
Solar—8
Other—8
This was an increase in issued permits over the same period last year (71 permits). Well over
160 inspections were conducted. Property owners are reminded that all building permits
must be displayed and made available for required inspections and signatures.
Also, street numbers for homes should be prominently displayed and observable from the
road, at a minimum for safety purposes as well to facilitate the required inspections.
Please contact me at the Town Office (863-6021) or at home (863-5863) with any questions
or concerns.
Respectfully submitted,
Roger Woodworth
Building Inspector
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The police department, just recently purchased a Live Scan fingerprint system which provides
for the more efficient capture and storage of fingerprints. Additional software and equipment,
was purchased in partnership with the Grantham School District, adding a program where we
are able to generate Child Identity Kits, with the goal of providing a kit to parents, for each
child. This partnership, along with Sgt. Parsons’ instruction of the D.A.R.E. program are just
two examples of the combined efforts of your police department and school system to assure
the safety of our children.
In closing, I would like to add that it has been my pleasure to have served the residents of
Grantham for the last 27+ years. Grantham is a vibrant community, full of wonderful people,
and I thank each and every one for the support you have afforded your Police Department. I
am confident that your support, will not waver as your new Police Chief assumes his role of
leadership.
I have long considered myself a “Lucky Man” to wake up every morning and actually look
forward to working with, and for, such a wonderful community and its people.
Respectfully,
Walter A. Madore Sr.

Chief of Police

Chief Madore (right) welcomes Oﬃcer Ryan Cameron (le )
to the department.
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Emergency Medical Services Report
Grantham’s Emergency Medical Service is an all-volunteer, non-transport agency of state certified medical personnel
who serve the town of Grantham and exist and function as part of the Grantham Volunteer Fire Department.
Call Statistics:
The Grantham EMS responded to 103 “911” emergency calls in 2016. The following is a general break down of those
calls and the comparison with the previous year.
Type of call:

2015

2016

MVA

19

17

Trauma—Fall

10

15

Trauma—Other

1

4

Medical—Cardiac/Chest Pain

2

7

Medical—Stroke/CVA/Seizure

3

3

Medical—Breathing difficulty

5

5

Medical—Other

15

29

Substance Abuse & Psychological 4

7

Fire Support and CO alarm

3

4

Medical Alarms and Lift Assists

9

12

Mutual Aid to other towns

1

0

Membership and Certification Level:
Our membership and squad officers are as follows:
Stuart Gillespie EMT—Intermediate, Coordinator
Bruce Chipman—Advanced EMT, Assistant Coordinator
Lori Avery—EMT, Secretary
Jane Chipman—EMT-Intermediate, Treasurer
Jill Davis—EMT-Paramedic
Jeremy Labombard—Advanced EMT
Gergana Alteva—EMT
Cory Howarth—In training for EMT
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Grantham EMS is an active participant in the Dartmouth-Lake Sunapee EMS Region and the New London EMS
district C-5. Our Medical Resource Hospital for providing Medical Control and oversight is New London Hospital.
Our primary patient transport agency is Lebanon Fire Department.
If you have any interest joining or learning about the squad, we are always looking for new volunteers. Please feel
free to speak to one of the members, visit our new web site, which you can reach through the town’s site
http://www.granthamnh.net, and e-mail one of us.
We as a squad would like to thank the people of Grantham and our town officials for their continued support and wish
you all a safe and healthy year to come.
Respectfully submitted,
Stuart Gillespie
Coordinator
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Grantham Fire Department

As 2016 comes to an end and I begin to write the year-end report I realized all that was accomplished! It was another
busy year for the fire department and I’d like to take a moment to thank the Grantham Community for the support we
receive.
Our town is fortunate to have strong mutual aid partners; we continue to assist area departments at structure fires and
other emergencies, they of course support us too. In addition, we train with area departments whenever possible. One
example was when the State of NH Fire Safety and Standards brought their Class-A Smoke/Heat trailer to the fire department for us and our neighbors to train. It was a full day of classroom, hands on learning and team work. The building upgrades continued with the replacement of our old light fixtures with new energy efficient fixtures which will save
the town money. We continue to work with the other departments in Grantham, holding an open house and health and
safety fair, assisting the Police Department and Grantham Village School staff with safety day at GVS and we welcomed
the kindergarten children for a station tour and to learn about fire safety.
In October, the fire department received a grant for the 2017 State of New Hampshire Department of Resources and Economic Development Division of Forest and Lands for 25 wild land shirts and helmets. This is the second year in a row
that we have received this grant, last year we purchased forestry hose and appliances.
In 2016 the Grantham Fire Department has responded to a total of 133 calls for service. The following is the breakdown
of major incident types for the 2016 calendar year:
20
24
22
33
8
11
15

Fires
Vehicle Accidents
False Alarms, Unintentional Activation
Service Calls
Medical Assists
Hazardous Condition
Electrical/Power Line

The majority of the calls were service calls, vehicle accidents, false alarms and fires these are a combination of different
individual incident types. We did see a rise in fire calls again this year; these are a combination of structure fires, chimney fires, brush fires, dumpster fires and cooking fires. Many of these fires were in mutual aid towns where we were
called to assist with manpower and or water supply.
Along with responding to the 911 calls, our Deputy Forestry Wardens have given out hundreds of permits for brush fire
and seasonal camp fires.
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The fire department currently responds to emergencies with 18 firefighters who have a variety of experience and
training. The department responds to these emergencies with 2 Engines (a 2000 Pierce and a 2009 HME), our 2000
Pierce Pumper, 2008 HME Pumper, 2002 Water Master Tanker and 2015 Ford F250.
We are always looking for new members to join the department. If you have ever considered volunteering to help
your community, the Fire Department could be what you are looking for. While our firefighters are paid on calls and
some training, the largest portion of our work around the station is done on a volunteer basis. We are always looking
for new members to join the department and experience is not required. Even if you don’t wish to respond to emergency calls, we can always find something within your skill set to assist the department. (Painting? Computer Expertise? Mechanical?- stop by!)
If you are interested in joining the Fire Department, please feel free to stop by the station and talk with a member. Our
monthly meeting night is the first Tuesday of every month, you may also call the department at 863-5710 or email us
at granthamfd@comcast.net.
With a deep appreciation I would personally like to thank all the members of the Fire and EMS Departments for their
commitment and dedication to the Grantham Community. These members have donated many hours of their time
over the last year and it is greatly appreciated.
Respectfully Submitted,
Jay Fountain
Fire Chief

A couple of Grantham firefighters exiting the Class A trailer.
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Report of Forest Fire Warden and State Forest Ranger
Over the past two years, New Hampshire has experienced its busiest fire seasons since 1989. 1,090 acres burned during
the 2016 season. The White Mountain National Forest experienced its largest fire since becoming a National Forest,
burning 330 acres in the town of Albany in November. Fires falling under state jurisdiction burned 759 acres, with the
largest fire of 199 acres occurring in Stoddard. The extremely dry summer led to a busy fall fire season with large fires
occurring into mid-November. Drought conditions hampered fire suppression efforts and extended the time needed to
extinguish fires. Your local fire departments and the Division of Forests & Lands worked tirelessly throughout the year
to protect homes and the forests. The statewide system of 16 fire lookout towers continues to operate on high fire danger
days. Our fire lookouts are credited with keeping many fires small due to their quick and accurate spotting capabilities.
The towers fire detection efforts were supplemented by the NH Civil Air Patrol when the fire danger was especially
high.
Many homes in New Hampshire are located in the wildland urban interface, which is the area where homes and flammable wildland fuels intermix. Several of the fires during the 2016 season threatened structures, and a few structures were
burned, a constant reminder that forest fires burn more than just trees. Homeowners should take measures to prevent a
wildland fire from spreading to their home. Precautions include keeping your roof and gutters clear of leaves and pine
needles, and maintaining adequate green space around your home free of flammable materials. Additional information
and homeowner recommendations are available at www.firewise.org. Please help Smokey Bear, your local fire department, and the state’s Forest Rangers by being fire wise and fire safe!
As we prepare for the 2017 fire season, please remember to contact your local Forest Fire Warden or Fire Department to
determine if a fire permit is required before doing ANY outside burning. Under State law (RSA 227-L:17) a fire permit
is required for all outside burning, unless the ground is completely covered with snow. Fire permits are also available
online in most towns and may be obtained by visiting www.NHfirepermit.com. The burning of household waste is prohibited by the Air Resources Division of the Department of Environmental Services (DES). You are encouraged to contact the local fire department or DES at 603-271-3503 or www.des.nh.gov for more information. Safe open burning requires your diligence and responsibility. Thank you for helping us to protect New Hampshire’s forest resources. For
more information please contact the Division of Forests & Lands at (603) 271-2214, or online at www.nhdfl.org.

2016 WILDLAND FIRE STATISTICS
(All fires reported as of December 2016)

HISTORICAL DATA

2016

NUMBER of
FIRES
351

ACRES
BURNED
1090

2015

14

635

2014

112

72

2013

182

144

2012

318

206

YEAR

ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT WILDLAND FIRE

CAUSES OF FIRES REPORTED

(These numbers do not include the
WMNF)

Arson

Debris Burning

Campﬁre

Children

Smoking

Railroad

Equipment

Lightning

Misc.*

15

85

35

10

12

2

18

9

148
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Midwestern New Hampshire Hazardous Materials Mutual Aid District
The Grantham Fire Department is a member of the Midwestern New Hampshire Regional Hazardous Materials Mutual Aid District, a group of thirteen cities and towns in the
western part of New Hampshire that works together to prepare for and respond to hazardous materials emergencies. Member communities of the district are Lebanon, Hanover,
Lyme, Springfield, Sutton, Newport, New London, Newbury, Enfield, Plainfield, Sunapee, Meriden, and Grantham. The New Hampshire National Guard Civil Support Team is
also a member of the district.
Representatives from each of the cities and towns in the district meet monthly to train
and review incidents and the latest information on hazardous material emergency planning. During 2016, the Midwestern Hazmat District participated in a full scale exercise with the other New Hampshire hazmat districts that was held in
Merrimack.
The district is a member of the New Hampshire Hazardous Materials Collaborative, which represents all of the hazmat
districts in the state as well as state agencies and the National Guard that meets periodically for training and planning.
During the year, the State of New Hampshire held a full day hazardous materials training conference in Concord that
was attended by members of the Midwestern district as well as members of all the NH hazmat districts. The conference
featured hazardous material planning and response experts from throughout the country.
Through state and federal grants the district has purchased sophisticated chemical monitoring and identifying meters and
computers as well as vehicles and equipment for responding to hazmat incidents. The district received federal grants to
purchase new state of the art metering equipment and other response equipment in 2016. Because of the high cost of this
sophisticated diagnostic equipment, no one community would be able to afford this equipment on their own, but through
the mutual aid district these tools as well as the personnel trained to operate it is available to all of the towns in the district.
Companies that manufacture or store hazardous materials are required to file annual chemical inventory reports to the
state and this information is the basis for a chemical database of hazardous materials in the area that is used for preplanning and in the event of an emergency.
Additional information on the district can be found on the district’s website www.midwesthazmat.org.
Midwestern New Hampshire Regional Hazardous Materials Mutual Aid District Officers:
Chair: Assistant Chief Jeff Libbey, Lebanon Fire Department
Vice Chair: Chief Dan Ruggles, Sunapee Fire Department
Secretary: Wayne Whitford, Newbury Fire Department
Treasurer: Chief Thomas, Newbury Fire Department
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Emergency Management Report
Through this year Grantham Emergency Management has continued to work with our partners at the local,
regional, state and national levels. Regularly participating in trainings and planning meetings. As EMD I am
also regularly receiving updates and advisories from both the state and national Homeland Security and
Emergency Management agencies.
Situational Awareness during 2016 included the Zika virus, drought across New Hampshire, summer thunderstorms and winter weather advisories and periods of increased wildfire danger.
Although 2016 did not bring any major disaster events directly upon Grantham, I remind you to stay prepared. With each season, we may be impacted by different disasters. Further, personal and family planning
should also include preparedness for the unexpected.
Please feel free to contact me with any questions about emergency management and preparedness.
Respectfully submitted
David Beckley
Grantham Emergency Management Director
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Highway Department
Road Agent Report
The winter of 2015-2016 ended up being somewhat of a dud; not that I’m complaining. As I write this report, we have already experienced colder weather and more snow than last year. There were a number of smaller storms that still kept us busy. We used 1,152
yards of winter sand, and 139 tons of salt. The mild winter helped limit the number of frozen culverts that required steaming to three.
In the spring, our favorite time of year, mud season came and went rather quickly. Miller Pond required the most attention as it does
every year. We used 80 tons of stone to keep the road passible.
A huge thank you to the residents for their approval to purchase the new John Deere 310 Backhoe. We were able to take advantage
of the broom attachment for spring sweeping, and save the taxpayers approximately $3,000!
Summer 2016 was busy. We started out by catching up on truck and equipment maintenance. We prepped the North end of Olde
Farms Road for paving. This involved trimming trees, replacing culverts and ditching. The ditching continued on to Dunbar Hill,
Haystack, Jericho, and New Aldrich Roads. A rented excavator allowed the work to move more quickly.
The majority of our dirt roads received over 2,900 tons of new gravel. A dryer than normal summer season required the use of a
ton and a half of chloride to help keep the dust down. In comparison, the year before we only used 300 pounds. That’s how dry it
was!
As the summer flew by we continued with road side mowing,
and spent some extra time trimming trees and monitored the
completion of the Miller Pond Road Bridge. The project was
completed in a timely fashion by the Daniel’s Construction
crew who were a pleasure to work with.
In the past, Brian Hastings, has been our part-time plow truck
driver. I am pleased to announce he has accepted the position
as our new Assistant Road Agent.
In closing I would like to thank the residents, selectmen, and
in particular Tom Bircher, Donny Cote, Glen Carey, and Brian
Hastings for all of their support and hard work.
Sincerely,
Jeff Hastings
Road Agent

Prepping of the North end of Olde Farms Road
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Transfer Station Report
Here we are with another year in the history book, and quite the year it was. As you can see, with the comparison of
July 1, 2014 to June 30, 2015 and July 1, 2015 to June 30, 2016.

2014‐2015

2015‐2016

MSW (Trash)

933.85 T

951.93 T

C&D

279 T

334.2 T

Total Waste T & E

1,212.85 T; $106,185.02 E

1,286.13 T; $112,600 E

Aluminum

2.62 T; $2,290.83 R

3.367 T; $2,097.68 R

Metal

48.35 T; $7,748.94 R

59.8215 T; $5,017.20 R

Tin Cans

5.68 T; $410.49 R

3.991 T; $229.81 R

Cardboard

39.38 T; $3,312.33 R

68.46 T; $6,211.47 R

Glass

87.42 T; $2,119.90 E

87.72 T; $2,631.60 E

Paper

114.61 T; $2,119.90 E

95.09 T; $381.46 R; $9,255.75 E

Plas c

34.15 T; $2,937.06 R; $7,175 E

30.34 T; $2,214.50 E

Electronic Waste

14.61 T; $4,870.54 E

11.875 T; $181.79 R; $3,376.51 E

Tires

24.36 T; $2,696.78 E

26.94 T; $2,769 E

Brush

Not recorded

26.94 T; $2,769 E

Total Recycling*

371.90 T; $16,699.65 R; $18,578.55 E

387.61 T; $13,937.62 R; $20,247.36 E

Tickets Collected

$16,485

$17,970

Recycling Percentage

24%

24%

* T = Tons; R = Revenue; E = Expense

In April of this year we started hauling our brush to Hammonds in Canaan NH where we are weighed by a scale, and
now we are able to track of the amount of brush we receive. The brush gets ground up and reused. We saw an increase
in MSW and C&D, but our recycling efforts have stayed the same. A few items went up while a few went down, unfortunately revenue from recycling decreased due to a terrible market, but I think it may start to recover a little this coming
year.
In closing, have a great New Year and we will see you at Mount Trashmore. We look forward to helping with your
recycling efforts in the upcoming year. I also would like to say a heartfelt thank you to Robert Osgood who retired
this November.

Respectfully submitted,

Christopher C Scott, Supervisor
Buddy Sweeney, Robert Osgood, Chris Martin and Hubert Reynolds
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Grantham Athletics Report
2016 was a productive and rewarding year for the Athletic Department. With the support of great parent volunteer coaches
and assistant coaches the programs offered for our town’s youth had great participation from Kindergarten to Sixth grade.
Spring sports had Majors Baseball for grades 5th and 6th coached by Carl Melendy for one team and Bill Blish for the 2nd
team. Minors’ baseball for 3rd and 4th grade had two separate teams coached by Randy Britton and Dave Daignault. The
softball season had a 3rd/4th grade girl’s team that was coached by Michelle Belk with the help of Denise Durkee. Rookie
baseball had two teams for the 1st/2nd grade coached by Tom Ripley for one team and Jeremy Bachelder for the 2nd team.
T-ball was offered for the Kindergarten and 1st graders and was split into two teams coached by Dan Schachtner and Bob and
Amber Mills.
The use of the base path of 70 feet (from the previous stretch of 60 feet) has still proven to be a successful change throughout
the Kearsarge Valley Cal Ripken League. Once the regular season ends, many of our players at the Rookie, Minors and Majors level were chosen for the League All-star Team. This team continues the baseball season by competing in invitational
tournaments in southern New Hampshire. The umpire arbiter out of Concord provided competent staff to officiate at our
games for the Minors and Majors level and is considering the service of umpiring for softball next year.
Taekwondo continues to be offered in the spring and has provided many of its participants the opportunity to compete at higher levels of skill in tournaments and competitions, which is no small feat. This program has been a favorite and is offered
three times a year in the spring, fall and winter. A special thank you to the instructor, Stephen Hopkins for his dedication to
this sport.
Summer Soccer was not available this year due to a medical leave of absence by the director and insufficient interest in coaching. Next year should be a more successful opportunity.
I could almost repeat last year’s information for fall Soccer with the same dedicated parents supporting their players. 5/6
grade boys were coached once again by Tom Shapard with support from Robert and Michele Morrell; 5/6 Girls were coaches
by Michelle Belk. 3/4 girls were coached by Jeremy Bachelder and Erin Ames, 3/4 grade boys coached by Andy Engert. The
1st/2nd grade co-ed team was coached by Jeff Durell. The Kindergarten team was coached by Jeremy Bachelder.
The Halloween event provided by Our Town Activities allowed the Athletic Department to serve a pasta dinner at the Grantham Elementary School. This was successful for a second year! A special thank you to Rick and Andrew Googins for their
help in serving this year.
Basketball and Cheerleading had great participation with two 5/6 grade boys teams coached by Carl Melendy and Jon Belk; a
5/6 girls team coached by Denise Durkee; a 3/4 grade boys team coached by Randy Britton, a 3/4 grade girls team coached by
Jeremy Bachelder; a 1st/2nd grade co-ed team coached by Jeremy Bachelder and Kindergarten team coached by Bob and
Amber Mills. Our Cheerleading Squad, comprised of 3-6th grade is again coached by Jodi Jones-Poljacik and has a loud and
proud squad. The girls have also begun the tradition of wearing a practice t-shirt on Fridays at school in anticipation of the
games at which they cheer on Saturday. These cheering t-shirts are neon yellow and pronounce “Cheerleaders have Hawk
Spirit!” The addition of a mascot costume, a Grantham Hawk, was seen flying over the court encouraging spectators to cheer
on their players!
Grantham youth are offered so many opportunities to improve their skills with the programs offered by the Athletic Department. It is encouraging to have the dedicated parents willing to coach, officiate and support these programs. It is proven that
extracurricular activities provide a well rounded environment for youth and I am proud to be part of this. A special thank you
to those who support these programs.
Respectfully,
Marsha Googins
Athletic Director
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Dunbar Free Library Trustees Report
This has been a wonderful year for the Dunbar Free Library as we’ve been able to stretch our wings in our expanded
home. This would not have happened without the people of Grantham coming together to fund this project. We are so
grateful for the vote of confidence in our library and for all of the community members that support us. We are especially thankful to all of you who are making the most of our lovely library by attending programs, checking out books, or
just stopping by to read the paper in one of our cozy chairs.
We held a wonderful grand reopening celebration this summer. Rum Brook Market graciously donated beverages to go
along with snacks prepared by the staff and trustees. A special thanks to Bruce MacLeod, professional chef and husband
of our librarian Dawn, for elegant hors d’oeuvres.
Our ADA compliant space offers an expanded children’s area, a dedicated area for young adults, room for two people to
browse in the same book rows at the same time, and discrete spaces for our ever increasing selection of audio books and
movies. The library features several areas for reading and small group work…including a lovely patio. We have more
spaces for staff, group activities, and programming. Thanks to the Grantham woodworkers, we have additional storage
spaces that will keep our library clean and organized for years to come.
In addition to the increased space, we’ve also increased our multi-media options. We have new computers and a screen
and projector. This has enabled us to increase the type of programming we offer. Since the library opened, we’ve featured film adaptations of books for people of all ages. Additionally, we’ve hosted many makerspace events. Makerspace
events are hands-on events where people work with a variety of materials to create, invent, and tinker.
We continue to be grateful for our community partners. Alex Felix, a middle school student, created a book suggestion
display by teens and for teens. If you are wondering what to get for the teen reader in your life, check out the suggestions which are organized by category. We joined Eastman Charitable Foundation, our scouting troops, and the conservation corps as well as other organizations to sponsor a pollinator project. Your Hit Parade was jointly sponsored with
Eastman. We shared sponsorship of The Price and the Pauper and a Fancy Nancy Mystery Tea with the Town. The Cub
Scouts collaborated with us on a Veterans’ Day event. Grantham Garden Club co-sponsored an Art in Bloom exhibit.
Our strong working relationship with GVS has encouraged more of our elementary school families to use the library. In
conjunction with the state library, we’ve hosted a number of makerspace events. These hands-on opportunities offer one
more way for patrons to let their imaginations soar.
A new long-range plan will be presented in early 2017. We are also excited about the possibility of installing at least one
Little Free Library: a freestanding book exchange.
No update of all that happens at the library would be complete without thanks to our amazing volunteers and the Friends
of the Dunbar Free Library, headed by Susan Wren. We are also so appreciative of our staff members: Andy Gelston,
Karen Goldstein, Terri Heepe, Joey Holmes, and Bobbi Travers. They never fail to offer a smile or a book suggestion. At
the center of all library activity is Dawn Huston, who has now been the library director for 11 years. Our town is lucky to
have a librarian who is so knowledgeable, dedicated, and positive. We also want to thank Melissa White, Town Administrator, for the help she has given the Trustees and library this year. Finally, thanks to all of our patrons who keep us
energized and remind us how wonderful our town is.
Respectfully submitted,
Sara Lang
Chair, Dunbar Free Library Board of Trustees
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Grantham Activities Report
Another year filled with community gatherings!
March 5 – Read Across America – Celebrating Dr. Seuss
This year the theme was pets to go along with Dr. Seuss’ book. What pet should I get? Read by Dunbar Free Librarian
Karen Goldstein. Chelsea’s Footprints a non-profit in Grantham was our guest. Andrea Conger shared her passion for
helping disabled animals. Chelsea who started it all came with her wheelchair as well as Honeydew Benoit also a dog
who uses a wheelchair from Grantham that the non- profit was able to make happen for her. The children were full of
questions and learned a lot about caring for animals of all shapes and sizes. We made homemade dog treats to bring
home or donate to Chelsea’s foot prints. I think the adults walked away with a new perspective as well.
March 26th – 1st Annual Eggstravaganza at the Rec Park
This year we had an amazing day for an egg hunt. The Bunny was really hopping as we set up on the recreation field and
baseball diamond for the little ones. We had 3400 Easter eggs. A very large thank you to Grantham’s Sugar River Bank
who filled them for us once again with candy and toys. Over 100 children with their families attended. All was with the
help of 15 volunteers.
April 2nd - Annual Rabies Clinic and Licensing
With help from the Sugar River Animal Hospital offering rabies shot and Microchipping at the Grantham Fire Department. Over 20 animal lovers came and used this service. The Grantham Town Clerk was also present for anyone looking
to get their pet licensed as well.
June 11 - Annual Town Wide Yard Sale
We passed out over 200 three page maps as well as had them posted on the town website. 26 people set up tables at town
hall and more than 25 houses throughout Grantham signed up. This event is always well attended, we have shoppers
showing up before it even starts in search of a great deal. I always enjoy hearing about all the great finds people are able
to find and talk about for weeks after!
June 18 - Father Daughter Luau Dance
This was the best dance yet! The fathers came dressed in their Luau attire, shorts and Hawaiian shirts and daughter wore
their favorite summer dresses. Leis and hibiscus rings were passed out while beach balls were being tossed around. We
served Pizza, salads, fruit kabobs and appetizers and for dessert luau cupcakes provided by the Rae Family. Jim Hollis
was there to DJ the event and DW photography took photos to capture the night. This is one of my favorite events every
year. Another amazing team of 12 volunteers help make it all happen.
July 4 - Old Home Day
Finally a day the weather was my friend! The sun was shining. The parade was full of Fire trucks, commercial trucks and
floats, bands playing and many organization marched along. This year at the recreation park we had the Grantham Fire
Departments annual BBQ chicken, Boisvert’s food truck and a pulled pork station. We had a strawberry shortcake and
ice cream stand as well. The children had bounce houses, obstacle courses, train ride, horse rides by the Buckman’s, reptiles, many venders to see and many games to play. Over 40 volunteers over many days makes this event an amazing
day! Extreme Heli Freaks- with Chris Fletcher we witness jaw dropping stunts in an Arial show. As well as world renowned professional Actress/Ventriloquist, Comedian, Sylvia Fletcher dazzled us with her amazing talent, lively unforgettable characters, inanimate objects, and voice illusions that will lure audiences into her hilarious and intriguing world
of comedy. This is always a great way to start the day of celebrating the Fourth of July.
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Late July - August - Picking Blueberries

Rum Brook Market
The blueberries were amazing this year. We had our new blueberry shed open and the berries were being picked all day
for weeks this season. The berries were ripe over Music in the Meadow which was a great addition to an already lovely
evening. Picking blueberries while listening to the music was a great way to spend an evening. We sold berries to Rum
Brook market and Farmers table. They are a very delicious patch of berries. With the help of the “blue crew” we are an
amazing picking organization!
August - Music in the Meadow
August 2 – Steve Blunt and Friends opened our summer season
August 9 – The Wildlifers
August 23 – Soulfix
August 30 – The Shana Stack Band
We had between 80 - 100 patrons at each event. Tuesday night’s really come to life in town when we all gather and relax
while listening to our favorite bands.
September 26 – Oct. 31st Scarecrow
These are the most talked about in town and a sign that the seasons are changing. This year was our biggest year yet. We
put out 37 scarecrows 26 from scratch. Even selling some to companies in Lebanon, NH. Sales of the scarecrows goes
towards the Activities Dept. this year we raised $1950 thanks to the generosity of our local businesses. Thanks you to the
Stuff and Fluff crew and my amazing other helpers, My Mother in law Betty Garland, Lisa Paddock, Karen Goldstein,
Rachel Ripley and Glenn Carey just to name a few.
October 25 - Monster Dinner Dance
The wind was howling and the pumpkins were greener than orange but that didn’t stop the party. Pumpkins are grown at
Daisy Hill Farm. Each year the costume are more amazing, both parents and children embrace the Halloween spirit.
Dancing, games and dinner. Grantham Athletic Department had an amazing pasta dinner, Grace’s Grantham Café donated coffee and cider. Special thank you to the sixth graders who helped make this night amazing. Events come together
only with the help of volunteers Maryjo Weber, David Kinne, Wolstenholme’s and Lisa Paddock, Thank you!
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December 3 - Breakfast with Santa
We had a holly jolly good time at Breakfast with Santa. Santa was greeted by a bunch of happy children. Crafts were
made with help from the Girl scouts and the smell of pancakes and sausage filled the lower town building. Grantham’s
Daisy Hill Farm Syrup was served. Dunkin Donuts munchkins, Apple juice from Rum Brook Market and Grace’s Coffee
and Cider were donated. Shaundrea Kenyon, Rachel Ripley, Sandy Kinne, Lisa Paddock, Maryjo Weber, the Girl and
Boy Scouts thank you for the very hard job of helping touch the hearts of so many. We were able to donate two over
flowing grocery carriages to the Newport Food Pantry with the amount of donations collected. Over 325 people came to
Breakfast this year! Favorite way to start the holiday season.
December 4 - Caroling, Cookies and tree lighting
Ho! Ho! Ho! Who wouldn’t go!
Our Annual Tree lighting complete with Caroling with The North Country Chordsmen. We caroled by the town tree with
LED candles in hand and candy canes to warm us a bit. They went back inside to decorate cookies and warm up with
some cocoa. 36 chordmen and 42 guest made this evening a success!

One of my favorite quotes. I work for an amazing town. I cherish every moment that I have
been a part of it. Granthamites, I thank you for all the dedication, support and trust you have
had in me over the last few years.
Thanks for the memories,
Jamielynn Garland
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Town Archivist Report
This year started quietly, but once requests for information on past and present Grantham residents began, the demand was steady and the searches complex. For the first time in my experience as Town Archivist, there were many
requests for dating or finding the history of old structures that still exist today. As I worked the requests, the search
became a pursuit for identifying a physical place in Grantham that might be found on maps, described in newspapers, letters, photos and other sources of information.
It is only with searches and questions asked of native, or longtime residents, that houses are identified as to date
built, owners, and exact location on our past and present maps. Fortunate for present day owners, basic information
is available on the Town of Grantham Site online.
The Archives has two maps published by the state of New Hampshire in 1860 and 1892. Other maps found through
ongoing research have houses on streets identified by past residents. Although these are disputed by some past residents, a reasonable conclusion can usually be reached for the benefit of the requestor.
All of this requires time, skills, and just plain “doggedness” on the part of any researcher. Thank you to the Friday
crew at Grantham Historical Society for help in these quests.
On another occasion, the search was on for information about a former teacher at North Grantham school from 19371940. This venture turned out to result in a celebration of Edith Wallace Burns’s 100th birthday with best wishes
from over 200 Grantham residents and a large birthday card from the Grantham Village School. She was very surprised and could not believe that we all wished her well despite the fact that she is now living in Georgia. She wrote
an article “The North Grantham One-Room Schoolhouse (and Me)” written in 2016 and available on request at the
Archives.
The Archives received many town-associated documents from the Grantham Historical Society--obtained at the September 2015 Bouldervale Farm Auction. Other town documents were given to the Archives by people who had successfully bid on “box lots” and discovered they contained information that can shed light on past Grantham town
operations.
Remember: if you are cleaning out your house, barn, old desk, boxes, please think of the Archives before you get rid
of the “junk”. To the Archives it might be a treasure!
Thank you, Rae Tober Volunteer Town Archivist
Phone: 603-863-9701 <granthamnharchives@gmail.com>

Goss Hardware Store—gone

Former N. Grantham
School Teacher
Map 1860 Houses and Residents

Ira Walker’s Store—gone
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Conservation Commission Report
The Grantham Conservation Commission (GCC) is charged with encouraging the public and governing bodies to advance “the proper utilization and protection of the natural resources and for the protection of watershed resources” of
Grantham. It serves as an advisory board to the Grantham Selectmen, and as such, its recommendations usually need to
be ratified by the Selectmen before they become actionable. Unlike the Planning Board and Zoning Board of Adjustment, which have statutory authority and whose members are elected by the public, the Chair of the GCC is appointed by
the Selectmen, and its members are usually nominated by the chair and approved by the Selectmen.
Last fall, Richard Hocker turned over the role of chairman of the Commission to David Wood. With only a short hiatus
while Sheridan Brown served as chair, Dick had served as chairman for a total of 15 years. To the great relief of his fellow commissioners, he has agreed to remain on the Commission, continuing to share his reservoir of knowledge about
both the commission and the forests of Grantham. This year also saw the addition of Dennis Ryan and John Larrabee as
members and Nikki Arsenault as the recording secretary.
This year, in its effort to insure the “proper utilization and protection of the natural resources” of Grantham, the Commission, together with the assistance of many volunteers from the community, completed the construction of a 38-foot
Brookside Park bridge designed by Commissioner Rich Kaszeta and with the help of the Student Conservation Association installed an ADA-compliant trail from the parking lot to the Sun Rocks. Simultaneously, with the help of additional
volunteers, the Commission restored a small apple orchard in the park and completed a hiking loop with signage pointing out some of the park’s interesting features. Finally, with the IT assistance of Don Fitzpatrick, the QR codes printed
on the signs take the user to a fuller online explanation of the points of interest. It is a pleasure to announce that by the
end of the year more than 1400 visitors have signed the park log book and, no doubt, many more have enjoyed this remarkable little gem.
The mandate to provide for the “proper utilization of natural resources” implies to the Commission that the public should
not only have the right to access public lands but should be able to learn easily how to access them. Consequently, several of the Commissioners have begun to work with the Upper Valley Trails Alliance to add Grantham’s trail system to
an online data base called Trail Finder. Once fully implemented, the data base will allow the user to hunt for trails
throughout Vermont and New Hampshire based upon their location, level of difficulty, and use (snowshoeing, hiking,
trail bike, etc.). Once the trail of interest has been identified, the user will be able to download the information to a smart
phone and follow their progress along the trail using GPS - all for free. The project should be completed in 2017.
The “proper utilization of natural resources” also implies that the trail system within Grantham’s forests should be improved and expanded. The Smith Lot, a delightful town-owned property on Miller Pond Road, near the Town Forest,
currently lacks any hiking trails. The Forest Management Plan for the property recommends logging, which is planned
this winter. As planned, the logging will not only provide some funds for the town, but by properly placing the skidder
trails and logging yards should provide the beginning of a trail system and a more diverse wildlife habitat.
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The 2005 Master Plan Community Survey established that the preservation of Grantham’s rural character was among the
community’s highest priorities, and indeed some of Grantham’s open space is well worth protecting. The NH Fish and
Game Wildlife Action Plan (Sept, 2015) reported that substantial portions of the town are among the “Highest Ranked
Habitats in New Hampshire”. In the hope that a comprehensive review of Grantham’s open space would help to guide
future conservation efforts, the Commission in 2013 recommended that the Selectmen establish an Open Space Committee. That committee was empowered by the Selectmen with Susan Buchanan serving as the Commissions representative.
Its recommendations together with the newly revised Master Plan now provide a body of information with which to prioritize future land conservation efforts. Fortunately, most of Grantham’s open space, even though not permanently protected, is not currently threatened with development . Nevertheless, the funds available to the Commission for land acquisition are currently insufficient to influence land use decisions, and the Commission is looking into mechanisms that
might offer the Selectmen more flexibility in negotiations with land owners.
Finally, this year saw the completion of the perambulation of town boundaries, mandated by New Hampshire law to occur every 7 years and delegated to the Commission by the Selectmen. The perambulation of the boundaries with Enfield, Croydon, Springfield and Plainfield was completed in 2012. In 2016, the perambulation of the boundary with
Plainfield on Grantham Mountain was completed and included discovery of two boundary markers not found since the
fire of 1953. The report of the complete perambulation has been submitted to the Secretary of State and is available in
the town office.
Other activities of the Commission this year included support of the Pollinator Project, cooperation with GVS on trail
improvements, review of cutting applications for compliance with Shoreline Water Quality Protection Act requirements,
participation in Old Home Day and Health Fair programs, and organization of a well-attended dedication celebration of
the Brookside Park improvements.
If you are interested in volunteering for Commission projects, please contact David Wood, Commission Chair, at 8657473.
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Open Space Committee
The Open Space Committee was established by the Board of Selectmen in 2013. The committee was charged with inventorying all
Grantham’s undeveloped parcels of 10 acres or more, with the goal of identifying and prioritizing land that could be considered important in preserving Grantham’s rural character. The committee completed this task in 2015by developing a file of 125 such parcels. Data was collected on each parcel along with an assessment of rural character attributes such as wildlife habitat, ponds,
streams, fields, woodlands, trails and views. The Open Space Committee then proceeded to develop an Open Space Protection Plan
for inclusion in the updated Grantham Master Plan. The Open Space Protection Plan was presented to the Master Plan committee in
the spring.
The plan focuses on the importance of open space protection to help preserve the rural character of Grantham, and discusses alternative methods of protecting undeveloped areas within the town, as well as strategies for creating awareness and appreciation of open
space among members of the community.
From this analysis, the committee was asked to provide input to the town’s Master Plan (subject to update in 2016). For this purpose,
the committee developed an Open Space Protection Plan which was delivered to the Master Plan Committee in the spring of 2016.
Key points included:


A definition of Open Space



The importance of Open Space with the Community



The prioritization of Open Space



Alternatives to Acquire Open Space Parcels



Alternatives to Protection Open Space



Engaging the Community

As the committee began to analyze the work necessary to identify and implement its protection plan, it prioritized the main actions
required. This included activities and detailed plans such as:


Community outreach and education



Open dialog with other conservation organizations such as Society of the Protection of New Hampshire Forests, Ausbon
Sargent Land Preservation Trust, New Hampshire Department of Environmental Services, Upper Valley Land Trust, and
New Hampshire Department of Resources and Economic Development.



Engagement with large tract property owners



Understanding possible impacts on zoning regulations, property tax rates, and other infrastructure issues

The committee recognized that there were existing commissions and committees that were already engaged in these activities needed
to implement the plan. Accordingly, the Open Space Committee felt that its mission had been completed and disbanded.
The committee extend its appreciation and thanks to the Board of Selectmen, Conservation Commission, Planning Board, and the
staff for their support and assistance.

Respectively Submitted,
Open Space Committee
Thain Allan, Chair
Allen Wilson, Vice Chair
Craig McArt, Secretary
Conrad Frey, Zoning Board Representative
Charles McCarthy, Planning Board Representative
Susan Buchanan, Conservation Commission Representative
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The mission of the Ausbon Sargent Land Preserva on Trust (Ausbon Sargent) is to protect the rural landscape of the
twelve towns of the Mt. Kearsarge/Ragged/Mt. Sunapee region. The region comprises the towns of Andover, Bradford,
Danbury, Goshen, Grantham, New London, Newbury, Springﬁeld, Sunapee, Su on, Warner and Wilmot. Since our
founding in 1987, Ausbon Sargent has completed 139 projects and protected 11,117 acres – including fourteen working
farms and over eight miles of lake frontage. All of these conserva on lands must provide for some public beneﬁt and
two-thirds of these proper es oﬀer public access.
Quality of life is very important to the residents of New Hampshire and the state consistently ranks in the top ten as
one of the best places to live in the United States. Contribu ng to this ranking are our clean water, scenic places and
outdoor recrea on. Open spaces also contribute signiﬁcantly to the economic well-being of the State and our communi es.
During 2016 Ausbon Sargent completed three projects represen ng just over 52 acres; one in Andover and two in New
London.
Our website at Ausbon Sargent indicates which of the land trust’s protected proper es have trails open to the public.
These trails, many of which cross privately owned land, are open to hiking, cross-country skiing and snowshoeing. The
website includes trail maps and driving direc ons. For more informa on on these newly conserved proper es; and all
of Ausbon Sargent’s protected proper es, please visit our website at: www.ausbonsargent.org. Also, please be sure to
“Like” us on Facebook!
Ausbon Sargent hosted numerous events in 2016 that are available for our membership and the public to enjoy. In addi on to our ever-popular fundraising events such as the Progressive Dinner in July and the Holiday Party in December,
we collaborated for the ﬁrst me with the New London Barn Playhouse to host “Ausbon Sargent Night” and with the
Center for the Arts to host an art auc on that featured conserved Ausbon Sargent proper es and other artwork reﬂec ng the natural beauty surrounding our area. These events raised funds for both organiza ons and we hope to repeat them in the future. The 5th Annual Kearsarge Klassic Bike Event in conjunc on with the New Hampshire Cycling
Club was held in the beginning of September with a record amount of par cipants. This bike event brings riders along
routes that showcase Ausbon Sargent proper es throughout the 12-town region.
We held workshops on the invasive insect, the Emerald Ash Borer, and how to support pollinators in the landscape.
Hikes were oﬀered in Sunapee, Andover, New London, Wilmot, and Springﬁeld. Our popular dragonﬂy walk was held in
Su on on the Putnam Easement. As you can see, we oﬀer many opportuni es to get out to learn, hike, and involve the
public in our mission to protect the rural landscape of our region. We hope you will all come out at some point to take
advantage of our workshops, or to experience the beauty of some of these special places for yourselves.
Ausbon Sargent is pleased to have over 200 volunteers providing year-round support for easement monitoring, commi ee assignments and clerical work. Each May we host a Volunteer Recogni on Party in Sunapee as a thank you to
these loyal and talented volunteers. We are grateful to have so many giving members who provide ﬁnancial support
and the countless hours which have assured our success. If you would like to join us in our work to protect these special places, there are many ways to get involved: you could become a conserva on easement donor, support Ausbon
Sargent ﬁnancially, volunteer your me to the organiza on, encourage the town oﬃcials throughout our twelve town
region to conserve our rural character by suppor ng land conserva on, and if you are not already, please consider becoming a member of Ausbon Sargent.
Respec ully submi ed,
Deborah L. Stanley
Execu ve Director
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BLUE MOUNTAIN SNOWDUSTERS OUTDOOR RECEATION CLUB
PO BOX 428, GRANTHAM, NH 03753

We begin our 43rd year eager to con nue carrying out the sugges on of the 1974 Town Select Board to "develop and maintain a
recrea onal trail network in Grantham for the enjoyment of all at no cost to the taxpayer, and build community wherever possible." Although the snow is sparse so far, we are conﬁdent February and March will produce plenty of snow and our all-volunteer
club will again work hard to maintain our 42 mile trail network. Supported by tax deduc ble dona ons, NH State snowmobile registra on funds, and membership fees, we use our large Tucker groomer and three Skandic snowmobiles to groom Grantham's regionally recognized trail system.
Our groomed trails provide recrea onal enjoyment for our ci zens, as well as add to the economic well being of our town
and State. The NH Snowmobile Associa on (NHSA) of which the Blue Mountain Snow Dusters (BMSD) is a member, oversees about
7,000 miles of trails throughout the state. An economic impact study of snowmobiling recently done by Plymouth State University
concluded that snowmobiling in NH produces about $585 million in economic value annually, and snowmobile traveler spending
supports 2,394 direct and full me jobs, while indirect spending yields another 680 part and full me jobs. While we are a small
part of this picture, we are proud to report that the BMSD is part of a larger economic engine that beneﬁts our town, and our
State.
Landowners are a key part of our endeavors. While most of our trails use old town roads and trails, we are keenly aware
that the trail system would not func on without support of private landowners as many of our connec ng trails run through private property. Our reliance on landowner support was recently demonstrated on our East Grantham-Springﬁeld trail. With the
coopera on of the landowners in both Grantham and Springﬁeld we have been able to re-open the trail along NH Route 114 connec ng the two towns. This will allow easier access to the Springﬁeld, Canaan and Lyme trails.
Established in 2008, our Prouty team, the Grantham Mountaineers, raised a record $52,210 in 2016 to support cancer
research and pa ent care at the Norris Co on Cancer Center. In keeping with the BMSD historic dual mission to maintain trails and
build community, the team added 3 Grantham Prouty Scholars - Conner Chinn, Zoe Chinn, and Max Garland to its roster of Prouty
Scholars who have demonstrated high achievement in the Humani es, STEM and Athle cs programs at the Grantham Village
School. They join John Bieszczad and Miles Sturgis of the inaugural Prouty Scholar Class of 2015.
The BMSD welcomes all folks who enjoy the many recrea onal opportuni es our trail system provides. This year we especially welcome Elizabeth Strobridge who is a sled dog enthusiast- a "Musher" - who adds a new dimension to BMSD outdoor recrea onal opportuni es.
The BMSD wishes to thank our Board of Selectmen, Superintendent of Schools and Landowners for your enduring support
of our eﬀorts to develop and maintain a cri cal Grantham outdoor recrea onal asset and to build community in our great town.
For more informa on about the BMSD, and the latest trail map, please visit the BMSD web site at www.snowdusters.org

Steve Miller, President; and the Oﬃcers and Directors of the Blue Mountain Snow Dusters ORC
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Historical Society Report
For the historical society, 2016 was a year of hard work, organization and progress: a few changes, a welcome new addition, and a few victories.
Unfortunately, long-time GHS member and recording secretary Christina McKahan resigned from the board. Christina’s
new commitments, both personal and professional, increased the demands upon her time and made it difficult to continue her valued contributions to the society. We are grateful to her for all the assistance she so readily and generously lent
to our organization and truly hope she will continue to remain involved as a volunteer. However, on the good side, we
added a new board member, Kelly Spiller. In addition to living and working in Grantham, Kelly brings an innate love of
history and ‘all things old’ (including her antique VW!). Kelly has agreed to assist with the newsletter and to be our
point-person for the Memorial Garden. She has already lent her energy and interest to both.
The completion of our published history of the town took significant steps forward in terms of organization and publication. Important decisions regarding formatting and the ‘look’ of the book were accomplished, as well as the selection of
the illustrations to accompany the text. Our goal remains to have the final version completed in time for the start of the
town’s 250th anniversary, which will begin in the spring of 2017.
Our programs last year included our annual meeting in May, which featured a potluck supper and presentation by New
Hampshire archeologist and professor Dr. Robert Goodby, who is an associate professor of Anthropology at Franklin
Pierce University in Rindge. Dr. Goodby delivered an engaging discussion entitled “Digging Into Native History in New
Hampshire.” Dr. Goodby reviewed a number of Native American archeological sites around the state and included invaluable information about what evidence we tend to find here as opposed to other regions of the country. Of particular interest was his review of the recent discovery of a prehistoric artifact on the island in Eastman Pond, an investigation that
included a student of his who hails from Grantham. In October we hosted Richard Hesse, Professor Emeritus at the UNH
School of Law, who gave his talk, “John Winant: New Hampshire Man of The World.” Mr. Hesse discussed the life and
work of the three-time governor, who went on to serve the nation in several capacities on the national and international
scene.
The work of the collections committee continues unabated, as the donations of documents and objects related to Grantham history continue to arrive. We remain deeply grateful for all the kind and generous individuals who think highly
enough of our organization to entrust us with the stewardship of these invaluable, irreplaceable artifacts from our town’s
history.
Allow me to thank outgoing Secretary Christina McKahan, Vice-President Rae Tober, Treasurer Kathi Osgood, and
board members Nate Carey, Kelly Spiller and Dwight Wilder. Their commitment to the health and direction of our organization are essential to its continued vitality. We will count on them in 2017 to keep us on track and true to our mission.
Please remember to visit our webpage (www.granthamhistoricalsociety.org) and our Facebook page, searchable by
“Grantham Historical Society.” We update both sites with historic information, historic photos, and notices of upcoming
events, projects and volunteer opportunities.
Finally, we would be remiss if we did not thank our membership for their support. Local history remains every bit as
important as state and national history. If we do not value and preserve it, no one else will. We appreciate the fact that
our members recognize this and share our dedication. We invite everyone, including current and future members, to stop
by on Friday afternoons during our usual office hours (1:00-4:00pm) or by appointment. We are always happy to talk
history, to offer assistance to researchers, and to take any opportunity to celebrate the history of Grantham.
Sincerely,
Kenneth Story
President
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Grantham Community Crisis Fund Report
It has been a pleasure for the Grantham Community Crisis Fund to help people in our town for over two decades. Our
mission statement remains the same, to help people when they experience a crisis and enable them to get past looming
financial hurdles. In this year, we issued over $5000.00 in aid.
Our ability to deal with requests in the most confidential way has been and will always remain a priority with our organization. Our funds are donation-based and we have been blessed with generous contributions from various sources i.e.
auction fund donations, organizational and church groups and private citizens. We would like to also thank the Town of
Grantham and the Grantham Village School for assisting us in ways that make us more efficient in what we do. This report is more of a thank you to those people who assisted with monetary donations and volunteerism. Without the help of
the community, we would not be able to continue our mission statement and do what we do best, helping people in our
town.
Please feel free to contact any of our members with questions or requests for assistance.
Deborah Cheever

863-5946

Cindy Towle

863-3156

Andrew Mellow

863-1850

Terry Dorr

863-4028

Kris Widmann

863-1681

Susan Wren

863-7355

Interested in donating to the Grantham Community Crisis Fund? Please send all donations to:
Grantham Community Crisis Fund
PO Box 1192
Grantham, NH 03753
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Serving 27 communities in Grafton, Sullivan and Merrimack Counties since 1963, the Upper Valley Lake Sunapee Regional Planning Commission (UVLSRPC) has been providing professional planning assistance to municipal boards,
along with inter-municipal planning, liaison between local and state/federal agencies, and assistance on development,
public health, and environmental issues.
In 2016 Executive Director Nate Miller became the Transportation Planner at Southern New Hampshire Regional Planning Commission, and Senior Planner Mike McCrory joined the City of Claremont as their new City Planner. We appreciate their contributions, and we do miss them.
Highlights of our work and accomplishments in 2016 include:
























Responded to more than 150 requests from our towns and cities for technical assistance.
Provided five Household Hazardous Waste Collections that served approximately 1,000 households.
Performed Community Readiness health assessments with Enfield, Lebanon, and Newbury.
Initiated a regional Brownfields identification, assessment, and remediation planning program.
Trained local staff about environmentally responsible transfer station practices.
Conducted eleven school chemical site evaluations.
Updated local Hazard Mitigation Plans with Claremont, Cornish, and Lebanon.
Helped Unity, Washington, and Claremont update their Local Emergency Operations Plans.
Assisted efforts toward a Sullivan County Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy.
Began the 2019-2028 Ten-Year Transportation Improvement Plan to identify and prioritize regional infrastructure
improvements to be funded and constructed by NHDOT.
Helped to identify transit and paratransit issues in Sullivan County, to restore needed mobility services, and to coordinate planning for improved public and human services transportation.
Conducted more than 110 traffic counts across the region.
Developed Acworth’s Road Surface Management System.
Led transit feasibility study along the I-89 corridor linking New London, Lebanon, and Hanover.
Assisted Lebanon, Hanover, and Advance Transit with public transit signal prioritization analysis.
Helped Lebanon with funding requests for Route 120 pedestrian and bicycle improvements.
Provided assistance to Enfield Shaker Village and Lake Sunapee Scenic Byway committees.
Provided Circuit Rider planning staff assistance to Orford, Springfield, Claremont, and Wilmot.
Helped Unity, Springfield, Newport, and Claremont to comply with new Accessory Dwelling law.
Began the Wilmot Master Plan with completion of the Community Survey.
Began the Transportation Chapter of Claremont’s Master Plan; resumed the city’s Rail Trail study.
Helped Planning Boards to evaluate Projects of Regional Impact.
Provided administrative and staffing assistance to the Connecticut River Joint Commissions.

Please contact us at (603) 448-1680 or jedwards@uvlsrpc.org, to share your thoughts and suggestions.
It is a pleasure to serve the municipalities of this region. Thank you for your support over the decades.

Jonathan Edwards, Interim Director
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Dear Friends:

On behalf of the staﬀ and volunteers of Lake Sunapee Region VNA & Hospice (LSRVNA), thank you for the opportunity to provide
home health and hospice services, personal care and community health programs in Grantham. Our Mission to provide care for
individuals and families in home and community se ngs and enable people to stay in their homes for as long as possible is at the
heart of all we do and stronger than ever: in 2016 we acquired the staﬀ and services of Connec cut Valley Home Care (formerly a
division of Valley Regional Health Care), further expanding our service area and the number of residents needing our services.
Even with this growth our Board of Directors remains commi ed, to the best of our ability, to serve those in need regardless of
insurance coverage or ﬁnancial circumstances. I am proud to report that, for the 12-month period ending September 30, 2016,
LSRVNA served Grantham in the following ways:


Provided 1968 hours of nursing, therapy and in-home suppor ve care to 72 residents;



Provided free or reduced fee in-home nursing, therapy and social work visits to residents. Visits were also provided under various Medicaid programs (NH Medicaid reimburses at less than 60% of visit costs);



Residents receive visits through our hospice program and were able to spend their last days at home. Their families are provided 14 months of bereavement support and counseling a er the death of their loved, at no cost;



Over 260 residents u lized our foot care, ﬂu and blood pressure clinics as well as parent child, bereavement and other support
groups.

Our talented staﬀ are dedicated not only to individual health and well-being, but to fostering community support and involvement
which empowers residents to help their friends and neighbors. Please do not hesitate to contact me if there is any way we may be
of service to you, your loved ones or your Town’s residents. Our vision to be the leading provider of home care services in the region, to be the best place to work and volunteer, and to remain an adap ve and enduring presence is only possible with support
and conﬁdence such as yours. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jim Culhane
President & CEO
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March 14, 2017 Town Meeting Rules
1. The Moderator will use the following general rules of procedure, the main purpose of which are to keep
the meeting moving and not get bogged down in procedural quagmires.
2. Non-voters who are not officers of the town or consultants to the town may be allowed to address the
meeting only if the town votes to permit it. A simple majority is required.
3. The Moderator will consider each Article as follows:
A. The Moderator will announce the Article number, and the text of the Article will be displayed on the overhead screen or will be otherwise made available at the Meeting. The
Moderator need not read the full text of the Article.
B. The Moderator will recognize a member of the Board of Selectman or the petitioner (if a petitioned Article) to move the adoption of the Article.
C. If the Motion is seconded, the Moderator will recognize a member of the Board of Selectmen
or the petitioner to explain the Article.
D. The Meeting will debate and then vote on the Article.
4. ALL voters will direct their remarks to the Moderator. Whenever a voter wishes to speak, he or she will
go the microphone, address the moderator by first identifying him or herself and providing his or her
street address. The microphone is necessary for accurate recording of the meeting.
A. If a voter is unable to reach one of the stand-up microphones, the voter should raise his/her
hand and one of the hand-held microphones will be provided.
B. In order for everyone to have the opportunity to speak, speakers will be limited to three
minutes (with the exception of initial presentations on warrant articles.)
C. No one will be recognized to speak a second time until everyone who wishes to speak a first
time has had the opportunity.
D. If you agree with someone, it is OK to say that instead of repeating something that has already been said.
E. The microphone will also be used by people wanting to “Call (or Move) the question.” Anyone shouting it out from his or her seat will not be recognized. This will avoid preempting
people who are already in line to speak to an issue.
F. A motion to “Call the question” requires a 2/3 vote. If this motion is passed all voters standing at a microphone or holding a microphone and anyone seated at the head table who has
previously told the Moderator that he/she wishes to speak on the Motion will be allowed to
speak.
G. The Moderator shall have the right to refuse to recognize a Motion to Call (or Move) the
question if, in the Moderator’s opinion, the voters have not yet had an adequate opportunity
to discuss an issue.
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5. All questions and comments should be addressed to the Moderator. The Moderator will choose who
responds to the questions.
6. Unless superseded by State law, reconsideration of a vote on any article should be brought up immediately after the vote has been declared and may only be made by a voter who voted on the prevailing
side of the vote to be reconsidered.
A. Mandatory Restriction: A vote on the issuance of bonds or notes over $ 100,000 cannot be reconsidered at the same meeting. In accordance with RSA 33:8-a, if a motion to reconsider a ballot vote on a bond issue of over $ 100,000 passes, the Article cannot be reconsidered until a reconvened Meeting that is at least seven (7) days after the original vote. With respect to bond
votes, the restrictions on reconsideration automatically applies without the need for the Meeting
to vote for it.
B. Optional Restriction: Voters may postpone reconsideration of any Article at this Meeting by voting to restrict reconsideration of the Article in accordance with RSA 40:10. If the Meeting passes such a motion, then the Article cannot be reconsidered until a reconvened meeting held at
least seven (7) days after the date of the original vote.
7. The moderator will conduct a secret “yes-no” ballot when five voters make a written request prior to a
voice or show of hands vote on any article open for discussion. All five voters must be present and
identified.
8. Any ruling by the moderator can be challenged. The moderator will conduct a secret “yes-no” ballot
when seven or more voters question any non-ballot vote immediately after the vote is declared and before any other business is conducted.
9. All proposed amendments to articles will be submitted in writing to the Moderator prior to discussion of
the amendment.
10. Registered voters only will be seated in the center section of the meeting hall. Non-voters will be seated in the visitor’s gallery located in the area bounded by the pillars and the inside wall of the meeting
hall.
11. The Moderator will not accept negative motions, that are motions which require a “no” vote to vote in
the affirmative such as “I move that we not adopt the budget.”
12. If the Meeting is not finished at 11:00 pm, the Moderator may recess the Meeting to a future date.
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Treasurer’s Report
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Congressional Delegation & Representatives
United States Senators
Honorable Maggie Hassan
1200 Elm Street, Suite 2
Manchester, NH 03101; 603-622-2204
Honorable Jeanne Shaheen
2 Wall Street, Suite 220
Manchester, NH 03101; 603-647-7500

United States Congresswoman—District 2
Honorable Ann McLane Kuster
18 North Main Street, Fourth Floor
Concord, NH 03301; 603-226-1002

NH Senator—District 8
SENATOR Ruth Ward
State House, Room 105-A
107 North Main Street, Concord, NH 03301
603-271-4151

NH Representatives
SULLIVAN COUNTY—DISTRICT 1

SULLIVAN COUNTY—DISTRICT 9

Lee Walker Oxenham

Linda Tanner

92 Methodist Hill Road, Plainfield, NH 03781-5415

PO Box 267

603-727-9368 ~ lee.oxenham@leg.state.nh.us

Georges Mills, NH 03751-0267
603-763-4471 ~ linda.tanner@leg.state.nh.us

Andrew R. Schmidt
PO Box 1747, Grantham, NH 03753-1747
603-863-1247 ~ andrew.schmidt@leg.state.nh.us
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Grantham Town Meeting
Tuesday, March 14, 2017 at 5pm
Grantham Town Building, Lower Level
300 Route 10 South, Grantham, NH
Election of Town Officials and Zoning Amendments by ballot; polls open 10am—7pm

Grantham School District Meeting

Election of School Officials

Tuesday, March 7, 2017 at 6:30pm

By ballot on Tuesday, March 14, 2017

Grantham Village School Gymnasium

Grantham Town Building, Lower Level

75 Learning Drive, Grantham, NH

300 Route 10 South, Grantham, NH
Polls open from 10am—7pm

Eastman’s Youth Conservation Corps Pollinator Event

Resident and Grantham Conserva on Member, John Larabee, in conjunc on with Eastman’s Youth Conserva on
Corps, held a “pollinator event” where students built “bee hotels” to help build the popula on of our na ve bee
pollinators.
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